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Welcome to Flex NBA! Find worthy opponents and take on other teams 
using the amazing skills of your favorite NBA players.

SQUAD UP ⇒ STRATEGIZE ⇒ WIN!
Flex NBA is a strategy game about knocking down the opponent team’s 
confidence until your team reigns supreme.

You will build a Roster of Player Tiles, called Flexagons, that represent 
your favorite NBA players. Each Flexagon has Confidence Points (CP).
When a Flexagon’s CP is reduced to 0, they are considered Taken Out 
and can no longer influence the game.

Each turn, you will take special actions and then Flex with one of your 
Flexagons. A Flex is a unique move against your opponent (OPP) that 
might reduce their Flexagon’s CP. When all your OPP’s Flexagons on 
the court are Taken Out, you win!

The “Advanced” Mode involves lots of strategy to mix things up. In 
addition to Flexagons, you get to use FX Tiles, which are one-time-use 
abilities that provide powerful advantages to change the course of the 
game. You can also Upgrade your Flexagons to turn them into stronger, 
more advanced versions of themselves. Finally, you can Unlock new 
Flexes for each of your Flexagons over the course of the game, meaning 
things heat up the longer you play.

**Note: The following rules are for younger players, or gamers who are 
new to this genre of strategy gaming.  An “Advanced” version of the 
game for players aged 10 and up, or advanced players, is available here: 
www.flexnba.com/pages/gameplay
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Section 1: HOW TO WIN
Eliminate your opponent’s Flexagons by 
reducing their Confidence Points (CP) to 
0. If your opponent has no remaining 
Active Flexagons (meaning they have none 
left on the Game Board) you win!

http://www.flexnba.com/pages/gameplay
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Section 2: GAME PIECES
Flexagon: A tile representing an NBA player that can be used to inflict 
Damage or effects to the opposing team. Read Section 3 to learn more 
about Flexagons.
Game Board: This represents the basketball court where all your 

Flexagons duke it out in an intense game of basketball.
Ball Die: This is a 12-sided numeric die that is used to determine if 

certain moves & bonuses are successful or not.
Tokens: These are used to show total Damage done to a Flexagon’s CP

or any currently Active Status FX.
a) Damage Tokens: These are tokens used to denote the 

amount of Damage done to a Flexagon’s CP. If Damage 
Tokens are not used, a scoring sheet or piece of paper 
should be used to keep track of each Player’s CP.

b) Dazzled Token: This token is used by one player to denote 
how many Special Moves have been used/unused during the
game.

c) Overmatched Token: This token is used by the other player to 
denote how many Special Moves have been used/unused 
during the game.

THE FOLLOWING PIECES ARE NOT USED IN THE “EASY” 
MODE OF FLEX NBA

FX Tile: A tile that temporarily changes the rules of the game in various 
ways. They can cause you to boost or reduce Damage, restore CP to 
your Teammates, place Status FX on your opponents, or cause 
mayhem by forcing your opponent to make moves (like discarding 
their tiles during a turn). Assemble & organize your FX Tiles to build 
the perfect strategy to compliment your Flexagons.

PlayAction Die: This is a 20-sided die that is used to determine what you 
can do during a given turn. It will give you special actions you can take 
in addition to the Flex you always get to make. Read Section 5 to learn 
more about the PlayAction Die. There are six potential actions as a 
result of rolling the PlayAction Die.

Quick Reference Card: A card briefly explaining the Status FX, icons, 
abbreviations & terminology of Flex.
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Section 3: SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

When playing Easy Mode, only these elements of the tile matter:
1. How much Confidence Points (CP) the Flexagon has
2. What Player-Type the Flexagon is (which is shown by a symbol on 

the front of the Flexagon)
3. What level the Flexagon is (such as Rookie, Basic, MVP, etc.)
4. What other Player-Types the Flexagon is Soft or Ballin’ against

1⃣2⃣

3⃣

4⃣

Areas highlighted in RED are not used when playing 
“Easy” Mode of Flex NBA.
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Section 4: “EASY MODE” SETUP
1. Give each Player three Tokens (either Overmatched 

Tokens or Dazzled Tokens) and have them face up with 
the “Flex NBA” logo side facing down. These will be used as 
“Special Tokens” in this game and work differently than how 
they work in the Advanced Mode.

2. Get the Damage Tokens and put them to the side where 
everyone can reach them.

3. Each Player chooses 3 Flexagons they will use as their 
team. Try to match levels; if one Player is using two basic 
Flexagons and an All NBA Flexagon, then the opposing 
team should have two basics and an All NBA player as well. 

a) For a longer game, you can consider both Players 
choosing 5 Flexagons.

4. Each Player turns their back to each other and selects 
which player will be the starting Flexagon, then puts their 
team in a stack with the starting player on top.

5. When both Players are ready, they turn around and reveal 
who their starting Flexagon is. Both starting Flexagons get 
placed in the center of the game area and the remaining 
Flexagons get put to the side. The remaining players are 
“on the Bench.”

Each Player then rolls the Ball Die, rerolling if there are ties. 
The highest rolling Player takes the first turn.

Section 5: ON YOUR TURN
On your turn, you take one action. Your action choices are:
• Perform a basic Flex with your Active Player against the 

opponent’s Active Player
or

• Flip over an unused Special Token to the “used” side (Flex NBA 
logo facing up) to perform a Special Move. You can perform up to 
three Special Moves in a game (denoted by the three Tokens each 
Player has).

Basic Flex
To perform a basic Flex, check what player type symbol the opposing 
Flexagon (OPP) is. Then, check the back of your own Flexagon to see if 
you are Soft VS or Ballin’ VS their type. If you are neither Soft VS nor 
Ballin’ VS, then your player is “normal.” Then do the following:
Roll the Ball Die. On a 1-9 you hit. On a 10-12 you miss.

1. If you hit, you deal Damage based upon how strong your player is 
against the OPP: 

a) Normal vs OPP: Deal 10 Damage to their CP.
b) Soft vs OPP: Deal 5 Damage to their CP.
c) Ballin’ vs OPP: Deal 20 Damage to their CP.

2. If you deal Damage, put the correct number of Damage Tokens
on the OPP.

Whether you hit and deal Damage, or miss and deal no Damage, your 
turn is over.
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Section 5: ON YOUR TURN (cont’d)
Special Move
Instead of performing a basic Flex with your Active Player, you 
can flip over an unused Special token to the “used” side (Flex 
NBA side up), and do one of the following:
• Substitution: Put your Active Player on the Bench. It 

keeps any Damage Tokens it has received. Move any 
other player on your team to the active area.

• Assist: Perform a basic Flex against the Active OPP
using one of the players on your Bench. Check the
Bench player’s Soft VS and Ballin’ VS types to
determine how much Damage a hit does.

• Splash: This is a special, very risky Flex. Ignore
Soft VS and Ballin’ VS types, and just roll the
Ball Die:
o 1-6: you deal 30 Damage to the Active

OPP
o 7-12: you miss.

After you resolve your special move, your turn is
over and it becomes the other Player’s turn. 
Each Player has up to three special moves they
can use per game (denoted by the three Tokens
given out at the beginning of the game.

Section 6: TAKING OUT A FLEXAGON

When a Flexagon has Damage that reduces their CP to zero, they 
are Taken Out. Then, check the following:
• If the Taken Out Flexagon’s team has no more players on the

Bench, the opposing team wins.
• If the defeated Flexagon’s team has any remaining players on 

the Bench, that team’s Player chooses a remaining player to 
put in the active area. That same Player then can flip over a 

“used” Special Token back to the “unused” 
side. This gives that Player an extra use of a 
Special Move.

If the game isn’t over, the active Player’s turn ends 
after a Flexagon is Taken Out. It then becomes the other 
Player’s turn.

Repeat until one Player has no 
active Flexagons remaining!


